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Abstract. This paper presents WNH, the Web Navigation Helper, which is based on 
CoScripter, a collaborative macro recorder for the web. WNH helps blind and func-
tionally illiterate users interact with websites by interpreting previously generated 
scripts for achieving various kinds of tasks. We report the results of a preliminary em-
pirical study carried out during formative evaluation steps and discuss some of the 
challenges and promises associated to our findings.  

Keywords: Web navigation agents for users with special needs; Accessibility for blind 
users; Accessibility for Functionally Illiterate Users; Web Macros; CoScripter. 

Resumo. Este artigo apresenta o WNH (Web Navigation Helper), que é basedo no 
CoScripter, um gravador colaborativo de macros para a Web. O WNH auxilia usuários 
com deficiências de visão e alfabetismo funcional a interagirem com websites, interpre-
tando scripts previamente gerados para realizar vários tipos de tarefas. Reportamos 
aqui os resultados de um estudo empírico preliminar, realizado durante as etapas de 
avaliação formativa. Discutimos também alguns dos desafios e premissas associadas a 
nossos achados. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Web accessibility for users with special needs has been drawing the attention of a gro-
wing community of researchers and professionals. The W3C Web Accessibility Initia-
tive has developed guidelines for web site design [15] and user agent accessibility [18]. 
They consolidate a considerable volume of research results on accessibility and univer-
sal usability. Although these two topics usually make one think first of how to attend 
to people with sensory disabilities, Zajicek and Edwards [19] remind us that universal 
usability involves removing barriers in many fronts other than physical capacities, in-
cluding: economics, education, literacy, politics, and culture. 

This paper presents the Web Navigation Helper (WNH), a user accessibility agent 
prototype based on CoScripter [10] [13]. WNH operates with coscripts, web automation 
scripts collaboratively generated by users without disabilities and made available in a 
special repository [10]. It helps blind and functionally illiterate users interact with web-
sites by interpreting previously generated scripts for achieving various kinds of tasks, 
and intermediating user-website interaction. WNH has different interface features for 
the two communities of users, which we evaluated empirically with a small group of 
users. 

In the next sections we briefly discuss related work (section 2). Then we introduce 
CoScripter (Section 3) and WNH (section 4), before we discuss our evaluation me-
thods, procedures and results (section 5). The last section of the paper (section 6) pre-
sents our concluding remarks and future work plans.  

2  RELATED WORK 

In Vanderheiden’s opinion [16]. we need to explore cooperative and collaborative ap-
proaches to accessibility in order to narrow the gap between the ever-growing volume 
of new information and services on the web and the number of people that cannot ac-
cess them, on the other. One way to do it is, as he proposes, to develop a common o-
pen-source technical core for assistive technologies. The other is to engage communiti-
es of volunteers in the effort of making the web more navigable for users with special 
needs. Bigham and Ladner [3], for example, propose that web scripting tools could be 
used to generate more accessible versions of web pages, especially for the blind. The 
same approach was used in HearSay3 [5], where collaborative web page labeling is 
used to accelerate navigation to targeted links. CoScripter, a collaborative macro re-
corder for the web [10] was not specifically designed to improve accessibility, but by 
automating web navigation for all users, it can also help users with special needs to 
accomplish various kinds of tasks, using scripts produced by other users [11]. 

Other approaches to improving web accessibility propose to use agents and various 
types of machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques.  Pontelli and Son [14] 
have built an agent to help visually-impaired users with e-commerce applications. 
They use conceptual structures to represent navigational semantics, planning and pro-
blem-solving techniques to help these users avoid visiting all points of the XPath with 
screen readers. Harper and Patel [9] use gist summaries of web pages generated ‘on 
the fly’ to help visually-impaired users have accelerated access to relevant information. 
The current version of HearSay [15] uses machine learning techniques to support con-
text-directed browsing for screen-reader users. TrailBlazer [4], which also extends 
CoScripter for accessibility purposes, uses programming by demonstration techniques 
to suggest navigation moves to blind users. 
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There is of course a vast volume of work on accessibility, especially for blind users. 
ACM Transactions on Accessible Computing Volume 1(2), from October 2008, includes 
five commentary papers discussing progress and lags in accessibility in the last two 
decades. Here we only refer to work directly related to the focus of this paper. So, we 
should highlight Walton and Vukovic’s work on cultures, literacy and the web [19]. 
The authors remark that “Web use is situated within distinct cultures of reading and 
writing”, and that Web designers and developers tend to assume levels of literacy that 
are absent in very large portions of the world population. In Brazil, for example, it is 
estimated that nearly 30% of Brazilians from 15 to 64 years of age can only read and 
write very simple text (short sentences, direct syntax, most information explicitly ex-
pressed, using little or no subordinate clauses, etc.). 

Although people with disabilities have specific cognitive skills and needs (see [2], 
for example), the very idea of universal usability [20] has somehow encouraged resear-
chers to look for new designs, techniques and tools that have the potential to benefit 
more than one community of users with special needs. For instance, Evett and Brown 
[8] studied text format and style recommendations of the Royal National Institute for 
the Blind and the British Dyslexia Association, and concluded that textual web content 
written according to certain guidelines should benefit not only blind and dyslexic u-
sers, but also Web users in general. In this context, research on text simplification and 
summarization has become attractive to accessibility research (see [9], [6] and, for Bra-
zilian Portuguese, [1]). 

Our work also aims to benefit more than one community of users with a single te-
chnology. However, instead of working with text and information, we are exploring 
interaction with web pages. 

3  COSCRIPTER 

CoScripter is a macro-recorder for the web, implemented in JavaScript and XUL as an 
extension for the Mozilla Firefox browser [13]. It allows end-user automation of proce-
dures through recording and scripting, and stores scripts on a shared central Wiki [10]. 
Once recorded, scripts can be easily reproduced. Filling in forms, clicking on buttons, 
navigating to specific URLs are some of the actions that can be easily automated. 

The CoScripter interface is a sidebar located on the left side of the browser. Every 
script is designated by its owner as private or public. Public scripts can be seen and 
used by all members of the CoScripter community, while private ones are accessed and 
viewed only by their creators. When visiting a site, CoScripter exhibits to users a list 
containing all public scripts related to that site. Should users wish to run a script, they 
must just click on its name to load the script in CoScripter’s sidebar, and click on 
“Run” to execute it.  

In Figure 1 we show a public CoScript associated to the ACM Digital Library URL. 
The sidebar is divided into three segments: interface controls (top left), script area (cen-
ter left, showing the command line that CoScripter is ready to execute), and the perso-
nal database area (bottom left, where private login and password information is sto-
red). The scripting language syntax is very similar to natural English (in Figure 1 we 
see commands like ‘click the “Login” link’ and ‘enter your ACM username into the 
“Web Account:” textbox’). The use of pronouns like ‘you’ and ‘your’ is an important 
directive for CoScripter. ‘You’ is interpreted as ‘do nothing and wait for the user to in-
teract with the page and tell he/she is done by hitting the “Run” button’. ‘Your <ex-
pression>’ is interpreted as ‘pick up the value of variable named “<expression>” in the 
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user’s personal database’. In the script shown in Figure 1, ‘your ACM username’ is re-
placed with “little me” and ‘your ACM password’ is replaces with “guess_what”. 

 
Figure 1. The CoScripter sidebar interface. 

The most obvious advantages of CoScripter are faster navigation (because of auto-
mation) and sharing of how-to knowledge with a community of users (script com-
mands are actually instructions for interacting with the website). However, from a te-
chnological perspective, CoScripter is an interaction mediator, whose dialog with the 
user can be considerably customized, as we will show in the next section.  

4  THE WEB NAVIGATION HELPER 

WNH is a user agent built on top of CoScripter. It provides specialized mediation for 
blind (WNH-see) and functionally-illiterate users (WNH-read). Both mediators can be 
seen as wrappers around CoScripter, adding some new features and filtering out o-
thers that may distract the targeted end users. 

In Figure 2, we see a screen shot of WNH-see, with super-imposed arrows to facili-
tate our explanation. Of course the visual interface is completely irrelevant for the 
blind. The purpose of showing the screen is to call a sighted observer’s attention to 
what non-sighted users are listening to with screen readers. The dialog box (see where 
the longer arrow is pointing) tells the user that a new step of the process has just been 
executed (step 3 of 14) and asks whether the user wants to proceed, ask for help, or 
cancel execution. The highlighted element of the original page (see where the shorted 
arrow is pointing) is produced by CoScripter. It shows the focus of interaction execu-
ted by the current script command. The script commands are not shown to the user; 
they can be accessed through ‘help’ dialogs if desired. 
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Figure 2. WNH-see helps a blind user jump through task-related links on web page 

and informs about progress. 

In Figure 3, we see a screen shot of WNH-read. The visual interface is now relevant. 
We see that, as with WNH-see, most elements of the original CoScripter sidebar have 
been taken out of the interface. Only three controls are presented to the user: Run (first 
on top left), start over (second) and see tasks you can do on this page (third). The me-
diator dialog is now richer, and contains more controls. In Figure 3, WNH-read is hel-
ping a functionally-illiterate user go past the CAPTCHA verification step. The media-
tor is asking the user to type in the numbers and letters he/she sees in the image on 
the page. The user can type them and proceed with ‘OK’, or cancel execution. Because 
CoScripter is running on the background, the user may jump to the actual page and 
type in the numbers and letters on the CAPTCHA textbox itself (and not in the open 
dialog textbox). Although we haven’t yet explored the switching back and forth bet-
ween mediated and non-mediated conversation, the infrastructure for more flexible 
assisted/non-assisted conversation is there. 

 
Figure 3. WNH-read helps a functionally-illiterate user through interaction with 

CAPTCHA. 

Dialogs appearing in WNH-see and WNH-read are based on annotated coscripts 
produced by volunteers that do not have sight and literacy problems. Annotations fol-
low mark-up patterns that specify how the mediator interface should look like. As of 
now, the patterns used for mark-ups are very rudimentary (only combinations of spe-
cial characters used as prefix to CoScripter’s instructions). So, volunteers actually use a 
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third module of WNH, called WNH-support. In addition to supporting volunteer hel-
pers as they record or write scripts for various pages and prepare the mediator dialogs 
to guide the targeted users through interaction, WNH support also provides a special 
tool (a web crawler) that periodically visits the pages to which scripts are associated 
and report changes that might have happened. These changes can cause the scripts to 
stop functioning. At this stage the verification of script execution on changed pages is 
done manually, but we intend to automate script verification at least partially, in order 
to facilitate the task of volunteer helpers. 

5  EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 

We ran an empirical evaluation study with our first functional WNH prototype. The 
purpose of the study was three-fold: first, to find out if WNH can be of any help to 
functionally illiterate and blind users; second, to find out how WNH should be impro-
ved to suit their immediately perceived needs more appropriately; and finally, how 
can WNH be used to attend to yet a broader scope of interactive needs faced by these 
two similar but distinct groups of users. 

5.1  Method and Procedures 

As is often the case with new technologies, we chose a qualitative approach. Instead of 
trying to verify a set of hypotheses using statistical methods, we used interpretive me-
thods [6]. By observing blind and functionally-illiterate adult users interact with 
WNH-see and WNH-read, respectively, and then interviewing them afterwards, we 
got hold of empirical evidence that broadened our understanding of the promises and 
challenges of WNH.  

Because the perception of targeted users is likely to determine the tasks that volun-
teer helpers should do with WNH-support (and hence the very functionally and final 
architecture of the system), at this stage of our research we evaluated only WNH-see 
and WNH-read. We first ran two pilot tests with blind users and two pilot tests with 
functionally-illiterate users in order to fine-tune methodological procedures and the 
technical environment. Then we invited a group of six participants (three blind and 
three functionally illiterate) to run two different test scenarios followed by a short in-
terview with open-ended questions. There were no participants challenged by both 
accessibility obstacles. Both groups were asked to visit government websites and try to 
solve a familiar problem situation for Brazilian citizens of their age.  

In Table 1 we show a summary of the participants’ profiles. We adopted a high va-
riation sampling strategy for this study. For example, among blind participants there 
was considerable variation in age and familiarity with computers. Likewise, among 
functionally-illiterate participants, there was considerable variation regarding familia-
rity with computers, although less variation with respect to reading and writing abili-
ties. Note that all participants had at least 7 years of schooling, which should mean (as 
was the case) that they were one step ahead of the rudimentary literacy level. 

Before we discuss results we should quickly mention what happened during pilot 
tests (two users in each group). Blind pilot testers used WNH-see with the JAWS scre-
en reader. Since there was no clear-cut boundary between navigation links on the si-
debar (WNH-see interface) and the web page they should interact with through the 
agent they often got confused. Because of time-constraints for developing a new ver-
sion of WNH-see that did not have this problem, we decided to handle it in a Wizard of 
Oz style: the experimenter told participants when they crossed the boundary. Functio-
nally-illiterate pilot testers had difficulties understanding the initial sidebar interface. 
They got very confused with the script (which was visible on the left). Also, because 
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instructions provided orally about how to use WNH-read were insufficient, we deci-
ded to use a demo movie for the real test. These issues already point to methodological 
challenges imposed by functional illiteracy – breakdowns observed during the test 
may have stemmed both from technical and literacy problems interfering in the obser-
vers’ communication with the participants. 

 

Table 1. Participants’ profiles in empirical study. 

Participant Age and History Computer Literacy 

P1  

(WNH-see) 

28 years old, blind for 27 years, 

10% sight on the left eye 

Uses computers about 

twice a week, with screen 

reader, since 2008 

P2  

(WNH-see) 

24 years old, completely blind for 

17 years 

Uses computers about 

everyday, with screen 

reader, since 2003 

P3  

(WNH-see) 

70 years old, born blind Uses computers every two 

or three days, with screen 

readers, since 1994 

P4  

(WNH-read) 

32 years of age, 10 years at school, 

reading and writing abilities near 

the upper threshold of basic liter-

acy 

Users computers almost 

every day, since 2005 

(mostly to visit Youtube 

and Orkut) 

P5  

(WNH-read) 

63 years of age, 12 years at school, 

reading and writing abilities near 

the upper threshold of basic liter-

acy 

Doesn’t care much about 

computers and the Inter-

net. 

P6  

(WNH-read) 

31 years of age, 7 years at school, 

basic reading and writing abilities 

Frequent user of com-

puters (twice a day) , web-

sites most visited are 

Orkut (personal) and air-

line sites (part of his 

work) 
 

5.2  Results 

None of the blind participants fully achieved the task proposed in the test scenario. 
Although all of them came very close to doing it, they had problems with following 
script execution. This was mainly because the narration text in WNH-see dialogs was 
poor. It just provided a ‘metric of progress’ (e. g. step 3 of 14), instead of something 
more informative like ‘you have successfully entered you Federal Revenue ID num-
ber’. Also, because of the mediation process, the session with the site often expired be-
fore the user could complete the dialog. Government sites used in the test had very 
tight expiration limits, probably for security reasons. Moreover, the mediating dialog 
voiced though JAWS during the test caused some confusion with the audio 
CAPTCHA.  The transition between WNH-see and the visited website’s audio interfa-
ce was problematic. Finally, because this is was a problem with the CoScripter version 
we used in the test, silent execution failures led the mediator interface to report success 
when it was visible that an error had occurred. 

Results from tests with functionally-illiterate participants were considerably similar. 
Only one participant fully completed the proposed task (that, although cognitively 
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equivalent, was not the same as that for blind users). They also experimented session 
expiration problems, and were confused with CoScripter’s sidebar and its silent fail-
ures. However, there were relevant differences. First, functionally-illiterate partici-
pants had considerable difficulty to understand explanations and instructions given 
both by us (experimenters) and WNH-read. Second, because they could see web page 
controls behind the mediator dialog (see Figure 3), they tended to jump to the page 
when they thought they had enough information. Although this also points to a transi-
tion issue between interacting with the mediator and with the web page (as for blind 
users with the audio CAPTCHA), it takes a completely different guise. Seeing partici-
pants seem to want mediation only to navigate more fastly through the pages. For ex-
ample, these users don’t need explanations to fill out their names, age, or address 
fields on typical forms. So, a mediator in this case is actually adding barriers rather 
than removing them.  

Some of the evidence collected during the interviews show the value of our qualita-
tive approach. A remarkable example comes from when one of the functionally-
illiterate participants read WNH-read’s instruction to type in the letters shown in the 
CAPTCHA image. He exclaimed: “But I see no letters!”. This helped us understand a 
literacy issue with CAPTCHA. Recognizing transformed renditions of letter shapes 
may be a much harder test for functionally-illiterate users, even if they have no prob-
lem seeing the image. Moreover, because their listening skills may not be as developed 
as those of blind users, they may have problems with the audio CAPTCHA too. There-
fore, new test alternatives should be explored for users in this condition. 

6  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We conclude that there is still a lot of work ahead of us with WNH-see and WNH-
read, and that it is worth doing. As can be inferred from the above, collaborative script-
based mediation for web navigation opens a large avenue for research in accessibility. 
Once the accessibility agent intercepts a user’s goal-directed navigation on web pages, 
the communication between user and website can be organized and expressed in com-
pletely different ways. Compared to automatic agent mediation based on machine-
learning and other artificial intelligent techniques, collaborative scripting has the ad-
vantage of putting humans in the loop. It taps on a number of skills and talents that 
some people have, like empathy, sensing and avoiding unproductive psychological 
attitudes from others, finding inspired analogies to explain more complicated things, 
handle cultural barriers, etc. These abilities, when found in volunteers, can actually 
lead to very fine-tuned adaptations of web interaction, not only for the communities 
targeted in this research, but for others as well (e. g. elderly users, people with motor 
disorders, etc.). This is, however, dependent on how WNH-support helps volunteers to 
design scripts and mediating dialogs for other users. 

Our plans for future work include investigating interaction models that are specifi-
cally suitable for WNH-see or WHN-read and developing interactive templates to help 
volunteer scripters produce better scripts. Along these lines, we also intend to develop 
an interactive mark-up language to be used in scripts for specifying richer mediator dia-
logs.  In Figure we show a sketch of what this mark-up language should look like. 
Note that it specifies the kind of dialogue that WNH is going to have with the user to 
achieve a particular goal – in this case getting a clearance certificate from the national 
income revenue service online.  
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Figure 4. Sketch of a mark-up language for WNH assistive dialogs with users. 

Finally, we also want to improve housekeeping tools like web bots that can automati-
cally perform larger portions of script analysis and updates when the corresponding 
web pages change. These steps are necessary for us to reach more solid conclusions 
about the promises and challenges of collaborative web scripting for improved acces-
sibility. Although the results of our empirical studies have pointed to more questions 
than answers, as is typical of exploratory research with innovative technologies, they 
have also shown the value and opportunity in this kind of research. 
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